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California Community College 
Agriculture/Natural Resources 
Quality Program Criteria 
 
Introduction 
Twelve (12) quality criteria were developed for the California Community College system by the 
statewide Advisory Committee as benchmarks for California Community College Agriculture and 
Natural Resource programs statewide.  These criteria were developed to meet VTEA Title 1B 
Statewide Agriculture Collaborative Grant Project by: 
• Improving the academic skills of vocational and technical education students 
• Strengthening connections between secondary and postsecondary education 
• Preparing individuals for occupation 
• Investing in effective, high quality, local programs 
Each criterion addresses specific areas used to evaluate the quality of the school’s program, 
curriculum, staff, resources and their ability to work with industry. 
I have applied these twelve (12) criteria to the West Hills College Coalinga Farm of the Future, 
agriculture department, to evaluate the performance of program delivery of the agriculture 
programs.  I have researched the areas, analyzed results, and developed conclusions, while 
sometimes making assumptions (based on experience) where appropriate to form an opinion 
about the quality of the Farm of the Future’s performance in these 12 areas. I have remained 
objective, to the best of my ability, in the evaluation of these criteria and have evaluated the 
information accordingly. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #1 
 
INSTITUTIONAL MISSION 
 
A. Program’s/Department’s planning and decision making is consistent with the college 
mission statement and is documented in the Agriculture/Natural Resources self-study 
process. 
B. The program/department evaluates and revises its mission statement on a regular basis. 
 
 
The West Hills College mission statement is as follows: “West Hills College Coalinga is 
committed to achieving student learning through the provision of educational, cultural, and 
economic development opportunities to our current and future students and the local and 
global communities that we serve.”  During the strategic planning meetings for the vision and 
mission of the West Hills College agriculture program, the West Hills College mission is 
reviewed in order to create a consistent mission and vision for the agriculture department.  The 
West Hills College president is a member of the strategic planning committee and is invested in 
the agriculture program mission.  The strategic planning meeting is committed to creating a 
mission and vision that follows the college mission but will allow for the greatest service to our 
students and community.  The West Hills College, Farm of the Future mission statement is as 
follows: “WHCC Agriculture and Industrial Science Programs at the Farm of the Future provide 
exemplary education and training for students utilizing regional strengths, emerging 
technologies and applied learning, empowering those we serve to be competitive in the global 
economy.” 
The Agriculture department at West Hills College uses a self-study process which utilizes a 
strategic planning meeting.  These meetings are facilitated by the Eaton Cummings Group, an 
outside, unbiased project planning consulting firm. Strategic planning enables us to anticipate 
and accommodate change, remain competitive, and be financially robust. Understanding the 
“big picture” vision helps administration and faculty to optimize time, money and human 
capital to achieve it.  The process utilizes an accelerated one and one-half day process, in which 
the Eaton Cummings Group helps to assess our current condition and plan our future. Using the 
experience and intuition of advisory committee members, college administration, faculty and 
students, in combination with appropriate data, the process incorporates: 
• Environmental scanning 
• Assessment of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 
• Development of values, mission and vision statements 
• Strategic goal development 
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• Implementation plan development 
The vision and goals of the agriculture department also align with those of West Hills College.  
West Hills College vision is as follows: “West Hills College Coalinga strives to become a premiere 
interactive learner-centered community college recognized for its contribution to educational, 
social, cultural, and economic vitality.”  The agriculture department vision is: ““The Agriculture 
and Industrial Science Programs at the Farm of the Future will be an international model, 
emphasizing education and technical training using sustainable practices and resource 
management. They will specialize in integrated food, fiber, energy and environmental systems-
serving our communities, region, State and global partners.”  The vision of the college to be 
recognized for its contribution to educational social, cultural and economic vitality is the 
intention of the farm of the Future’s vision to be an international model, emphasizing 
education and technical training. 
In response to the consistency between the mission and vision statements of West Hills College 
and its agriculture department, the following strategic goals were developed for the agriculture 
department: 
1. Utilize program review, other assessments, and employer engagement to ensure the 
vitality, viability, and sustainability of Agriculture and Industrial Science programs at 
the Farm of the Future. 
2. Expand programs in the Agriculture and Industrial Science fields. 
3. Increase internship opportunities and employment placement for Agriculture and 
Industrial Science students. 
The agriculture program holds a strategic planning meeting, a minimum of every five years.  
Each program performs a program review every three years and courses are reviewed and 
updated a minimum of every five years. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #2 
 
PROGRAM INTEGRITY 
 
A. The program/department maintains current, relevant instruction in Agriculture/Natural 
Resources as evident by up-to-date course outlines that have been approved by the local 
curriculum process and board of trustees. 
B. The program has integrated statewide course curriculum for applicable courses taught at 
the institution.  These courses have been adopted by the local curriculum process and 
board of trustees. 
C. The program offers current information about certificate and degrees in Agriculture/Natural 
Resources. 
D. A system of student advising has been established by the program to provide accurate 
information to students about degrees and certificate programs at the institution. 
E. The program utilizes qualified full-time and adjunct faculty that meet all minimum 
qualifications as outlined by state and local equivalency standards. 
 
 
There have been 279 Agriculture courses taught at West Hills College since 1970; with 60 
courses all meeting or exceeding industry standards or articulation standards.  All irrigation 
courses align with the Irrigation Association, Course Identification Numbering system (C-ID) and 
articulate with California State University-Fresno and California Polytechnic State University.  
The precision agriculture courses are college transferrable and students receive between 8-15 
ESRI industry certificates upon completion.  The pest control adviser (PCA) courses meet the 
California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal-EPA) requirement for the Agricultural Pest 
Control Adviser (PCA) exam requirements.  Additionally, the PCA courses meet the C-ID 
standards, thus allowing students to transfer units to any California State College.  The 
agricultural engineering technology (AET) courses align with C-ID standards as well.  Industrial 
maintenance mechanic (IMT) courses meet OSHA-30 as well as Manufacturing Skill Standards 
Council (MSSC) and the National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER) 
stands for occupational trades.  All of the courses are reviewed every three years and must be 
approved by the Agriculture advisory committee. 
Currently, 100% of agriculture courses that have statewide curriculum are approved through 
the C-ID system.  Transfer Model Curriculum (TMC) is written for AST’s in Agriculture Plant 
Science, Agriculture Animal Science and Agriculture Business.  When the agricultural transfer 
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model curriculums (TMC) are approved at the state level, West Hills College will be ready to 
finalize and submit for approval. 
 
West Hills College offers current information about certificate and degrees in agriculture.  The 
information can be seen on the West Hills College website and West Hills College Catalog, also 
available online.  The West Hills College Coalinga catalog can be found at:   
http://westhillscollege.com/coalinga/academics/catalog/index.asp 
As part of the $20 million Department of Labor Central California Community Colleges 
Committed to Change (C6) Consortium, all students enrolled in an agriculture course have an 
academic counselor and a financial aid counselor.  During academic counseling agriculture 
students are highly encouraged to create an Educational Plan.  As part of the new Priority 
Registration initiative students with educational plans will receive higher enrollment priority, 
thus encouraging students to take courses that are required for their degrees.  In addition, the 
agriculture courses used to use the cohort model in which students took classes for nine hours 
per day or 40 hours per week.  This format allowed students to receive their certificate in one 
to two semesters as opposed to the traditional two years. 
As the CTE area Academic Senate representative, it is very important for all faculty to meet 
minimum qualifications.  West Hills College has adopted a higher standard than the state’s 
minimum qualification standard.  We look for the minimum qualifications for the class or 
program, but also look at the minimum qualifications for all of the overlapping or 
complimentary programs which professors might have to teach.  We then find the most limiting 
standard and use that as the minimum qualification. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #3 
 
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 
 
A. The program conducts on-going evaluation in an effort to offer a relevant and effective 
Agriculture/Natural Resources program. 
B. The program has an annual process through which program effectiveness can be measured. 
C. The program evaluates student outcomes and makes adjustments to curriculum and 
programs in an effort to improve those outcomes. 
 
 
The agriculture program at West Hills College has an agriculture advisory committee with over 
200 years of agriculture working experience.   We meet twice per year and discuss the trends in 
agriculture production and employment.  In addition to the advisory committee, the agriculture 
program at West Hills College recommends a minimum of 18 hours of non-academic industry 
involved training each year.  Additionally, all of faculty attend the World Ag Expo and are 
expected to spend 4-5 hours determining the required job competencies in their respective 
agriculture programs. 
Program effectiveness is measured at West Hills College through program review.  Program 
review is completed based upon Title V regulations for a vocational program and thus must be 
completed every three years.  Program review is a process in which faculty look at job 
placement as well as FTE and WSCH loads by class.  In addition, it is an excellent opportunity to 
review student demographics and student satisfaction.  
In an effort to evaluate student learning outcomes and make adjustments to curriculum every 
course has a student learning outcome.  The course level student learning outcomes lead into 
program level student learning outcomes.  The problem with this bottom-up approach is that it 
is difficult to develop programs that are meeting the needs for employment.  We should be 
reviewing the core competencies needed for the respective careers and using these to develop 
the program level student learning outcomes.  From these program level outcomes, courses 
can be chosen, or developed that provide the skills needed for employment.  The current 
approach ensures that students are receiving the skills we determined to be important for a 
given course and then at a program level we just pick some of these skills to make sure they are 
being achieved.  This is a difficult way to assess new programs because we may be meeting the 
objectives of each course, but are failing the students upon graduation.  If industry level 
competencies are used to start the process, then we create students that are ready for 
industry. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #4 
 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
 
A. The program offers courses, certificates, and degrees that meet the needs of the college 
and community. 
B. The program offers certificates and degrees in a manner that provides students the 
opportunity to complete the program announced within a reasonable time. 
C. The program identifies and makes public student learning outcomes for its certificate and 
degree programs. 
D. The program documents the technical and professional competence of students completing 
certificate and degree programs. 
E. All certificates and degrees offered in the program have been approved through the local 
curriculum process and adopted by the local board of trustees. 
F. The program utilizes publications and other media to inform the community of program 
activities. 
G. The program continues to improve and expand course offerings to reflect the ever-changing 
agriculture industry. 
Currently, West Hills College offers an Associate of Science degree in Agricultural Science and 
Technology, a state certificate in Precision Agriculture and a local certificate in Precision 
Agriculture.  This program has met the needs of the college and the community in the past.  But 
as precision agriculture has become more mainstream, those skills have become less advanced.  
Now companies have gone from needing a precision agriculture technician, to needing other 
employees to have some precision agriculture skills.  With this shift in industry needs, for the 
past 18 months the agriculture program has shifted programs to include irrigation technology, 
pest control adviser and the courses needed to meet the Certified Crop Advisor education 
requirements.  Though we have created and begun offering the courses, we have not created 
the certificate options in these areas.  We have met with industry and the advisory committee 
to determine the best way to package these courses into meaningful certificate and degree 
options.  In addition, in order to align with the proposed state Transfer Model Curriculum, we 
have created degree options in Agriculture Plant Science, Animal Plant Sciences and Agriculture 
Business.  We are waiting on the approval of the statewide TMC in order to finalize our 
curriculum and send to the state for approval. 
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The agriculture certificate and degrees are offered in a manner that provides timely degree 
completion for our students.  All courses are offered in a manner to allow students to complete 
their certificate and Associate degree level units in one year.  This has been a major focus in the 
design of the degree programs and course schedules in order to increase student success.  
Program level student learning outcomes are made public and provided in the West Hills 
College course catalog.  In addition student learning outcomes are a requirement of the course 
syllabi provided to the student on the first day of class. 
Due to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), individual student data to 
document the technical and professional competence of students in completing certificate and 
degree programs is not compiled.  We do track cohort data and compare to the previous three 
years as a benchmark to ensure that we are providing students with the professional 
competence needed for employment or transfer. 
Certificate and degrees must first go through the following approval process: 
• Agriculture Advisory Committee 
• Learning Area Faculty 
• Technical Review Committee 
• West Hills College curriculum committee 
• Chief Instructional Officer (Vice-President of Educational Services) 
• West Hills College Coalinga President 
• West Hills College Lemoore President 
• West Hills Community College District Chancellor 
• Regional Vocational Deans 
• California Community College Chancellor’s Office 
Currently, West Hills Community College District is a “paperless” campus.  As such, much of the 
promotion and publications are completed online, through email or through social media.  
West Hills College agriculture department uses our website as the driving force in our 
information dissemination platform.  Additionally, the District has a quarterly magazine that is 
readily available throughout our service area.  Furthermore, we have a marketing department 
that sends news releases, articles and photos to the Farm Bureau and other local media. 
The West Hills College agriculture program continuously improves and expands the course 
offerings in our area.  In the past 10 years of my tenure, the college has added and deleted 
more courses than at any other time in its history.  Agriculture is a fast-paced, technology 
advanced industry and as such we must be constantly adapting our courses to include the skills 
needed in the job market.  The foundational courses in plant science and soil science have 
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remained the same, but the hands-on technological courses have adapted to fill the needs of 
the community. 
QUALITY CRITERIA #5 
 
PROGRAM STUDENT SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
A. The Agriculture/Natural Resources program has identified and conducts student leadership 
activities outside normal classroom instruction. 
B. Agriculture/Natural Resources student leadership organizations have been sanctioned by 
the appropriate college student body organization. 
C. Agriculture/Natural Resources student leadership organizations have been sanctioned by 
the appropriate college student body organization. 
D. The program provides funding for student leadership organizations and student expenses. 
E. The program has an Agriculture/Natural Resources ambassador program. 
F. The program regularly has students take part in CAL statewide leadership activities. 
G. The program has an alumni, boosters, or backers group that supports the educational 
program. 
West Hills College has an Agricultural Ambassador club that has recruited at as many as 52 high 
schools in one year.  We currently have drastically reduced the recruiting and other Agricultural 
Ambassador events due to funding.  The student Rodeo Club is very active. 
The Agricultural Ambassadors and the Rodeo Club are currently on a one year probation with 
the Associated Student Body.  West Hills College has changed the sanctioning process for club 
organization and therefore a majority of the clubs on campus are being re-sanctioned. 
Though in the past under the direction of Dr. Rathbun, the Agricultural Ambassadors were 
highly funded, there currently is no funding provided by the program for any student leadership 
or student expenses.  The few events, in which the Agricultural Ambassadors participate, are 
either held at West Hills College or are funded by the faculty or students.  The clubs do 
participate in a small amount of fundraising to fund a few small activities. 
West Hills College does have an Agricultural Ambassador program, which has been very active 
in the past, but with the lack of funding and the change in student demographic, the program is 
less robust.  The pest control adviser program average student age is 25 with a majority of 
students already having a Bachelor’s degree.  Over 90% of students are employed over 30 hours 
per week, which makes student club participation very difficult. 
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West Hills College has participated in CAL statewide leadership activities in the past, but with 
the emphasis to provide programs that are 10 months are less, it is very difficult for our current 
students to participate.  The registration is either due too early to know the students’ names or 
the activity is after the students have graduated.  With over 90% of our students completing the 
programs in one year or less, we encourage industry statewide activities such as the World Ag 
Expo, Cotton Conference, Westside Field Station workshops, Irrigation Association, and 
California Pest Control Advisers Conferences. 
West Hills College Agriculture Program does not have an alumni, boosters or backers group that 
supports the educational program.  There is very strong support from the alumni, who 
participate in courses by being guest speakers, sponsor field trips, hire interns and or graduates, 
and participate in the advisory committee.  Rodeo does have a strong boosters club that 
fundraises and provides support for student travel, student scholarships and helps support the 
assistant rodeo coaches. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #6 
 
INFORMATION AND LEARNING RESOURCES 
 
A. The college provides the Agriculture/Natural Resources program with a computer 
laboratory facility for students to have access outside of normal classroom situations. 
B. The college provides the Agriculture/Natural Resources program with adequate technology 
that reflects the agriculture industry. 
The college does not provide the Agriculture program with a computer laboratory facility for 
students to have access outside of normal classroom situations.  This has been an issue, which 
we have tried to resolve, but currently it requires the agriculture department, out of our 
budget, to hire a lab technician, which cannot be a student but has to be a member of the IT 
staff to facilitate the lab hours. The colleges answer is that there are facilities available at the 
library for all students to use.  The faculty are very supportive in this area and often hold office 
hours in the computer laboratory to allow students access to the computer laboratory. 
There has been nearly $10 million spent on technology over the past 15 year for the agriculture 
department at West Hills College.  All classrooms and laboratories are equipped with Wi-Fi, 
Smart Boards and LCD projectors.  The agriculture computer laboratory has computers running 
the latest versions of AutoCAD, ArcGIS and the Microsoft Office Suite.  The computers are 
replaced on a three to four year cycle to ensure the lab operates efficiently.  The agriculture 
department has its own server and network, as we are the largest user of space and data on 
campus.  The West Hills Community College District IT staff is very short-handed but is very 
supportive of the agriculture department.  It may be delayed support during the busy times of 
the semester but the staff does support and maintain the computer laboratory. 
The West Hills College agriculture department also has a $500,000 inventory of three-
dimensional machine control and surveying equipment; $500,000 inventory of GPS and related 
precision agriculture equipment; and $200,000 in irrigation technology, including VFD pump 
and CIMIS station.  In addition to the equipment owned, local industry provides use of their 
GPS-guided tractors, variable rate technology, and advanced irrigation technology.  The college 
farm has 5 acres of solar which provides electricity for the agriculture department. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #7 
 
FACULTY AND STAFF 
 
A. The program utilizes only qualified full-time and adjunct faculty meeting the minimum local 
and statewide qualifications. 
B. The institution has sufficient faculty and staff that are qualified by appropriate education 
and experience to support the Agriculture/Natural Resources program. 
C. The local faculty are compensated for extended time needed to maintain instructional 
programs. 
D. Instructors are given release time or compensation for the development and coordination 
of industry internships for students. 
E. All full time instructors in the Agriculture/Natural Resources program regularly participate in 
professional development activities provided by VTEA statewide AGNR Leadership funds. 
F. All instructors in the Agriculture/Natural Resources program regularly keep themselves 
current on degree and articulation requirements so they can advise students properly. 
G. All instructors keep current on agriculture/natural resources issues by working with their 
local industry advisory committees. 
H. All faculty are routinely evaluated through college guidelines and go through a process of 
self-evaluation. 
The West Hills agriculture department only utilizes qualified full-time and adjunct faculty which 
meet the local minimum qualifications which meet or exceed the statewide minimum 
qualifications.  Currently there are six full-time agriculture instructors, one rodeo coach and one 
adjunct faculty. Next year there will be three full-time instructors and one rodeo coach all of 
whom will meet the minimum qualifications as defined by the West Hills Community College 
District Human Resources department. 
We are currently in a growth state, as such having grown by 200% in one year. Currently there 
are six full-time agriculture instructors, one rodeo coach and one adjunct faculty.  During the 
growth period, we currently have more faculty than courses which they can teach or students 
to fill them; therefore the department has been under load the majority of the year.  We are in 
the process of increasing our course offerings and recruiting students to fill the courses. 
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All faculty are compensated for the extended time required to maintain their instructional 
programs.  As part of the college union contract, all tenure-track agriculture faculty are on a 
221 day contract, thus allowing for the extended time to maintain the agriculture programs. 
Instructors are not given release time or compensation for the development and coordination 
of industry internships for students.  Faculty are allowed to develop their duty day calendars to 
account for the additional days not filled with teaching.  The 221-day contract only includes 
teaching during the fall and spring semester, if faculty teach summer courses they are 
compensated at the adjunct rate.  Therefore faculty can choose to fill their additional days with 
recruiting, internship development or farm operation duties as they see fit. 
While a majority of the agriculture faculty at West Hills College attend professional 
development activities provided by VTEA statewide AGNR leadership funds, it is not required.  
The administration at West Hills College does recommend faculty attend the CATA Mid-Winter 
Institute and the CATA Summer Conference, and they are able to count attendance as duty 
days, they are not required to attend.  In addition, if all faculty were to attend the conferences 
during the academic year, no classes could be taught during those days.  This would require FTE 
reimbursement to the state since West Hills Community College District apportionment from 
the state is based on average weekly attendance not average daily attendance.  But the college 
has been represented by one or more faculty for the past 10 years and has hosted the Mid-
Winter Institute once. 
All student advising officially happens with one of the college advisors/counselors.  But I have 
met every year with both California State University, Fresno and California Polytechnic State 
University concerning articulation; in order to help students transition, as a majority of my 
transfer students transfer to those two institutions.  I have also met with CSU Chico (three 
times), UC Davis (twice), Tarleton State (5 times), Texas A&M (twice), CSU Humboldt, Sam 
Houston State, Kansas State (twice), University of Wyoming and Oklahoma State, when I had 
students transferring to ensure students met the minimum transfer requirements and to help 
them receive as many units toward their degree as possible.  I sit on the state C-ID standard 
board for Mechanical, Plant Science and Soil Science.   
All West Hills College agriculture instructors keep current on industry issues by working with 
our advisory committee.  It is also recommended that faculty spend time with local industry or 
attend industry trainings to remain current on industry issues and trends.  The Ag Scan, 
completed by the Center of Excellence, found that many industry constituents feel advisory 
committees have little to no value.  Instead faculty need to attend industry-based conferences 
and participate on industry-based boards. 
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All contracted, non-tenured faculty at West Hills College are evaluated every academic year and 
all tenured faculty are evaluated every three academic years as outlined in the faculty 
negotiated contract.  Board Policy 310, concerning faculty evaluation, states that, “A central 
aspect of this process is the evaluation of all full-time and adjunct certificated personnel. This 
evaluation is to be a positive procedure specifically oriented toward program performance and 
instructional improvement. Furthermore, the process is to include self-evaluation, 
administrative evaluation and student evaluation.  Because the responsibilities of each staff 
member exceed that of class contact, all facets including service, instruction, advisement, 
counseling and program development will be included in the evaluation.”  
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QUALITY CRITERIA #8 
 
PHYSICAL RESOURCES 
 
A. The institution has ensured that Agriculture/Natural Resources program has adequate 
physical resources to support its educational services wherever and however they are 
offered. 
B. The management, maintenance, and operation of the physical facilities ensure effective 
utilization and quality necessary to support the Agriculture/Natural Resources program. 
C. Physical resource planning and evaluation supports program outcomes and are linked to the 
planning and evaluation efforts of the program and the institution. 
D. The institution provides for a hands-on agriculture laboratory that provides for student 
outcomes necessary for the agriculture industry. 
West Hills College has been in the process, over the past 10 years, of ensuring that the 
agriculture department has adequate facilities to support the agricultural programs.  West Hills 
College has built the Phase I $25 million facility for the agriculture and rodeo programs, which 
was operational starting in the 2012-13 academic year.  The agriculture facility includes 9,600 
square feet of instructional shop space for mechanics, welding and heavy equipment and 4,800 
square feet of laboratory and classroom space.  The facility includes a fully-equipped 20 person 
computer laboratory, two classroom spaces with Smart Board and LCD Projectors, welding shop 
with lecture seating, and a large comprehensive heavy equipment and industrial technology 
shop with lecture seating.  In addition, we have purchased $200,000 in industrial technology 
equipment, $200,000 in welding equipment and $400,000 in precision agriculture equipment.  
The 216 acre college farm has 26 acres of pistachios, 30 acres of almonds, 40 acres of onions, 5 
acres of solar, 60 acres of forage crops and 10 acres of vegetables. 
With a new facility, the management and maintenance is difficult to facilitate initially.  This is 
where we are at right now.  The expectation for the rodeo facility is to provide some activity 
every weekend, whether it be a college rodeo, high school rodeo or other event.  This would 
require a full-time person to be in charge of scheduling, insurance, stock acquisition, vendor 
arrangements and etc.  Currently the rodeo coach, with 15% release time, is expected to be in 
charge.  If the need can be shown for staff to facilitate this, eventually someone can be hired.  
Additionally, with the off-site location of the agriculture facility, there is not sufficient cleaning 
staff.  Although the faculty are in charge of keeping their instructional areas neat, they are not 
in charge of cleaning floors, windows, restrooms and etc.   
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Physical resource planning has been a major endeavor for the West Hills College agriculture 
department.  The current facilities are Phase III of a nine phase process.  The needs of the 
agriculture department have been planned well into the future.  All West Hills College facilities 
undergo a facilities program review every 5 years, to evaluate the efficiency of possible 
upgrades and to determine if the facilities are being utilized in a manner conducive to the 
agriculture department mission as well as that of the college and district.  
Hands-on agriculture laboratories are an important part of the instruction at West Hills College.  
All course with a laboratory component are designed to provide the maximum amount of 
hands-on learning while still fulfilling the requirements of the course outline of record.  As a 
majority of our courses are aligned with C-ID and therefore must meet all of the transfer 
requirements outlined in the accepted curriculum.  The location of the classrooms on the 
college farm is beneficial for hands-on laboratories at the farm.  The new laboratory facilities 
allow for hands-on assignments to be completed in class.  Students are also involved with 
industry and complete hands-on field trips to local farms to complete laboratories such as 
irrigation evaluations and integrated pest management.  To increase the hands-on laboratory 
options for students, it would be beneficial to have a three-acre, non-commercial plot with a 
small number of a large variety of crops.  If the plot was not intended to make a profit for the 
department, but is a teaching facility it would be more conducive to student learning. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #9 
 
FINANCIAL RESOURCES 
 
A. The program has a system for financial planning to support program educational goals. 
B. The program work within the governance structure of the college to secure college funding 
sources for the Agriculture/Natural Resources program. 
C. The institution provides sufficient human and financial resources to offer the programs and 
degrees and certificates. 
D. The program works with the local agriculture advisory committee to seek financial support 
for the agriculture industry for the program. 
E. The program operates the agriculture laboratory following industry standards in the 
production of agriculture commodities. 
The financial planning for the agriculture program at West Hills College consists of the District 
Chief Financial Officer, the College Vice-President of Instructional Services and the Director of 
the Farm meeting each year to budget how the money will be spent and ensuring that the 
priorities coincide with the mission of the Farm, the college and the district.  This process has 
been excellent budgeting for big picture ideas but ineffective in planning for the day-to-day 
operations of the farm.  This causes the farm to operate on a reactionary basis, which is 
considerably more expensive than forecasting events and planning in advance.  I have proposed 
the development of a small, advisory committee only involved with farm operations which can 
help forecast and determine the best use of the commercial farming operation.  This will help 
change the decision-making from reactionary-based and will allow for the saved money to be 
used in the academic and instructional areas of the budget. 
The agriculture program at West Hills College works with the governance structure of the 
college to secure funding for the department.  The Chief Financial Officer and Vice-President of 
Instructional Services ensure that the agriculture department conducts budgetary planning and 
is included in the budgetary process of the college.  The agriculture department reports 
quarterly to the Board of Trustees concerning the budget and state of the farm. 
Previous to this year, West Hills College agriculture department has had 1.5 FTE of instructors.  
During the past year we have increased to 2.5 FTE with the addition of new faculty, but we have 
not really created new programs to account for the new faculty.  When the new agricultural 
transfer model curriculum is adopted at the state level, we will be able to finalize our new 
curriculum and better align with the TMCs.  This will allow the department to better utilize the 
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additional faculty within the department.  The Farm budget is sufficient to offer the agricultural 
degrees and programs.  The only area which has been lacking funding for the past few years has 
been the Agricultural Ambassadors and recruiting. 
No, the agriculture program at West Hills College, though we have a strong and supporting 
advisory committee, does not use the advisory committee as a boosters program.  The advisory 
committee offers advice for the direction of the program and assists in the development of 
grant proposals. 
The West Hills College farm, for the most part, follows industry standards in the production of 
our almonds and pistachios.  Like any government entity, there are barriers to operating at true 
industry standards.   The bureaucracy and multitude of paperwork sometimes gets in the way 
of farming and the speed at which operations such as pesticide application must occur is 
delayed 14 days due to the requisition and purchase order process. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #10 
 
GOVERNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 
 
A. The program faculty participate in the local governance process at the college. 
B. The program faculty meet on a regular basis to conduct departmental operations. 
C. The program leadership and faculty work with the institutional administration and board of 
trustees to effectively build the program. 
D. A staff member serves as program leader and receives release time to fulfill these duties. 
The West Hills College agriculture faculty participate in the local governance process at the 
college.  I am the CTE area representative for the Faculty Senate.  The welding instructor was 
the representative for the Facilities Committee.  The rodeo coach was the CTE area 
representative for the Curriculum Committee.  The additional four faculty members were not 
on any committees.  There has been a change in governance structure at the college over the 
past year and starting next academic year all faculty members will be required to be on a 
committee at the college level. 
The agriculture faculty at West Hills College do not meet on a regular basis to conduct 
departmental operations; the faculty has only met 4 times this year.  As the program is 
expanding this has been one of our largest concerns.  Next year the plan is to have a 45 minute 
weekly departmental meeting.  This will aid in the departmental communication and allow 
everyone to know what everyone else is doing.  This will allow the department to maintain a 
more uniform message and to ensure that department is conducted in a manner which aligns 
with the vision and mission of the department and the college. 
The Director of the Farm and the agriculture faculty work with the institutional administration 
and the Board of trustees to effectively build the program.  The small size of West Hills College 
allows for a very hands-on administration and Board.  Three of the Board members are farmers 
and are very invested in the agriculture department.  The Vice-President of Instructional 
Services and the college president are also very involved in the management and operations of 
the agriculture department. 
The Director of the Farm is the program leader, but does not receive release time as the 
position is not a faculty position.  The Director is in charge of course scheduling, farming 
operations, farm budget, student employees and faculty schedules. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #11 
 
ACADEMIC COLLABORATION 
 
A. The program faculty and staff regularly meet with local 9-12 agriculture education 
managers and instructors to develop integration and articulation agreements recognizing 
the course content taught at the local high school level. 
B. Faculty regularly attend local 9-12 program activities and assist in the development and 
delivery of leadership training events such as parliamentary procedure, public speaking, etc. 
C. Faculty regularly attend meetings and participate in local advisory committee activities at 
the 9-12 agricultural education programs in their service area. 
D. Program managers and staff communicate regularly with UC/CSI to assist in course 
articulation and student transfer processes. 
E. Faculty and staff regularly attend Tech-Prep meetings and other educational activities that 
foster and encourage articulation and integration of programs at K-12 community college 
levels. 
West Hills College agriculture faculty meet with local 9-12 agriculture education managers to 
develop integration and articulation agreements with local high schools but not on a regular 
basis.  I have met with regional high school faculty and superintendents to discuss integration 
and articulation ideas.  The difficulty is in that with the specialized nature of our agriculture 
programs, it is difficult for high school teachers to incorporate the material into their course 
schedule.  We have been working closely with several local high schools, with West Hills College 
courses being taught at their high school by either their faculty or ours.  This has worked as long 
as the high school faculty meet the minimum qualifications to teach West Hills College courses. 
West Hills College agriculture faculty work closely with local high school agriculture 
departments and assist in the development and delivery of leadership training events.  This has 
been something which has been faculty driven over the past few years.  I have assisted Coalinga 
and Avenal High Schools with their FFA programs, judging, coaching and attending fair for their 
departments.  With the addition of new faculty, this has been institutionalized and now one of 
our new agriculture faculty members has become very involved with the FFA programs at a 
wider range of high schools within our district.  This is still an area in which the department 
needs to improve, with the increase in faculty numbers; we should be able to participate with a 
wider range of institutions within our area. 
Faculty do regularly attend meetings and participate in local advisory committee activities with 
the 9-12 schools in our region.  I am the advisory chair for both Coalinga and Avenal agriculture 
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advisory committees and am a member of several other advisory committees throughout the 
area.  This is another area in which the department will be able to grow with the increase in 
faculty members. 
West Hills College faculty communicate regularly with UC/CSU staff to assist in course 
articulation and student transfer.  I work closely with Plant Science, Plant Health, and 
Agricultural Engineering departments and professors at CSU Fresno, Cal Poly and work some 
with CSU Chico.  I am the chair for the statewide curriculum committee for precision agriculture 
and irrigation and authored the statewide curriculum for precision agriculture.  Additionally, I 
sit on the statewide C-ID review committee for Mechanical, Plant Science and Soil Science and 
am involved with the statewide agriculture TMC effort.  In addition, I have met with UC Davis, 
Tarleton State, Texas A&M, CSU Humboldt, Sam Houston State, Kansas State, University of 
Wyoming and Oklahoma State, when I had students transferring to ensure students met the 
minimum transfer requirements and to help them receive as many units toward their degree as 
possible. 
West Hills College agriculture faculty and staff do not regularly attend CTE Transition (formerly 
known as Tech-Prep) meetings, as they are held during the semester and are difficult to attend.  
Articulation with local high schools has been faculty-driven.  I meet frequently with high school 
faculty and administration to determine the most effective way to integrate our programs with 
the K-12 system. 
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QUALITY CRITERIA #12 
 
COLLABORATION WITH INDUSTRY 
 
A. The Agriculture/Natural Resources programs have established advisory committees that 
meet at least twice a year to review curriculum, review student learning outcomes, and 
fulfill advisory functions of the various instructional programs. 
B. Students are completing industry internships at sites relating to career goals. 
C. Instructors are developing internship sites that support the industry and Agriculture/Natural 
Resources instructional programs. 
D. The program maintains a list of approved internship sites for each major within the 
department. 
E. The program utilizes a cooperative work experience program to place students in 
internships or jobs to foster relationships with the agriculture community. 
The West Hills College agriculture program has an established advisory committee that meets a 
minimum of twice a year to review curriculum, review student learning outcomes, and fulfill the 
advisory functions relative to the Farm of the Future.  The advisory committees meet at least 
twice per year, once formally in the fall and at least once at the World Ag Expo.  In addition, 
there are smaller sub-committee meetings as needed.  When I began teaching at West Hills 
College 10 years ago we had a large advisory committee consisting of 85+ members; not an 
active committee.  The next era of advisory committees included very small advisory 
committees of three to four members, hand-picked to provide the answers we were seeking.  
This was also lacking in that we lost touch with the trends of industry.  The current approach is 
having a few separate committees comprised of very active members.  These committees will 
be in advisory to the respective programs or farming operations at the college.  This is how I 
have utilized an ad hoc advisory committee in the past.   
Students completing industry internships that relate to their career goals is a very important 
part of the learning process.  This is an area in which the agriculture program at West Hills 
College excels, with at least 25% of students gaining a minimum of 1,000 hours of quality 
internship.  At least 50% of students in our department are receiving summer employment and 
the other 50% are attending school or move out of the district for the summer.  Currently, there 
are more job offers than students to fill the jobs. 
Instructors develop internships that support the industry and the agriculture instructional 
programs at West Hills College.  I work with a pool of employers who are committed to 
providing internships that go beyond summer employment, but actually offer the students a 
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glimpse into the career in which they are working.  This is really important as it changes a 
summer internship from 1 week of experience repeated 10 times, into a 10 week learning 
experience.  The creation of internships has been a process in which I have participated, but has 
not been a requirement or even recommendation from the college.  The new plan for the 2014-
15 academic year will be for all faculty to obtain a minimum of 5 internships for students within 
their discipline area. 
The agriculture department does not maintain an official list of approved internships.  I 
maintain a pool of internship opportunities, as many of the employers are small and may only 
hire one intern every three years or less.  The advantage to the majority of these internships is 
they frequently turn into employment opportunities upon the student’s graduation. 
The agriculture department at West Hills College utilizes a cooperative work experience 
program to place students in internships within the agriculture community.  The agriculture 
work experience courses are offered in General Ag (AG 15x), Welding (WT 15x) and Heavy 
Equipment (HE 15x); students are able to receive one unit for every 60 hours of unpaid 
internship and for every 75 hours of paid internship.  This is an area that has been under-
utilized in the past as it was conducted outside of the agriculture department and the courses 
were not offered during the summer when the students were working.  This has been modified 
for the next academic year and the courses will be offered through the agriculture department 
and will be offered at times conducive to the student. 
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 Project Proposal Form 
 Name: 
 Address: 
 City, State, Zip:  
 Phone: 
 E-mail: 
Clint Cowden . 
951 Chianti Circle . 
Coalinga, CA 93210 . 
(559) 816-9465 . 
clintcowden@whccd.edu . 
Project Proposal 
 (to be completed in conjunction with AGED 539) 
 
Quality Criteria Number Addressed: Quality Criteria #3 Program Effectiveness . 
Goal or Purpose of the Project:   
The goal of this project is to ensure the West Hills College Agriculture Program conducts on-
going evaluation in an effort to offer a relevant and effective Agriculture/Natural Resources 
program.  In response to the Lumina Foundation Degree Qualifications Profile Project (DQPP),  
I will assess and create a DQPP for the Agriculture Science and Technology program at West 
Hills College. The DQP describes five basic areas of learning: Broad, Integrative Knowledge; 
Specialized Knowledge; Intellectual Skills; Applied Learning; and Civic Learning.  Associates 
Degree DQP is as a framework for aligning institutional, program, and student learning 
outcomes, and for developing effective assessment strategies. The DQPP will assist in the 
evaluation and revision of degree-level student learning outcomes for increased student 
achievement.  
Specific Objectives to Accomplish (Be as detailed as possible): 
• To create a degree qualification profile for the Agriculture Science and Technology 
degree at West Hills College, Coalinga. 
• The degree qualification profile for the Agriculture Science and Technology degree at 
West Hills College, Coalinga will be approved by the DQPP committee at West Hills 
College, Coalinga. 
• The degree qualification profile for the Agriculture Science and Technology degree at 
West Hills College, Coalinga will be approved by the Precision Agriculture Advisory 
Committee. 
Estimated number of hours on this project: 180 hours . 
Estimated expenditures ($) on this project (your costs) :  -0- . 
Proposed timeline for completion of the project:  Spring 2014 .  
 
Progress Report: How will you inform the Cal Poly faculty of your progress on a regular basis? 
I will contact Dr. Bill Kellogg by email during the progression of the progress concerning 
timeline and completion date – June 2014. 
 
For Office Use Only: 
Project Approved By:                                                                                         . 
Date of Approval:                                                                                               . 
Quarter student will enroll in AGED 539:                                                         . 
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Degree Qualification 
Profile Handbook 


































DQPP Program View of 
Course Level 
Assessments – 
Precision Agriculture 
Assessments AG 
15X
AGBUS 
15 CRPSCI 1
CRPSCI 
6
CRPSCI 
7
CRPSCI 
19
MATH 
87
SLSCI 
21
AG 
10
AG 
11
AG 
12
AGBUS 
15
AET 
10
AET 
21
CRPSCI 
1
CRPSCI 
6
AG 
11
AGBUS 
15
CRPSCI 
7
SLSCI 
21
AET 
22
CRPSCI 
32
CRPSCI 
36
CRPSCI 
44
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials.
I/P D I I/P D I
Collect information about soil or field attributes, yield data, or 
field boundaries, using field data recorders and basic 
geographic information systems (GIS).
I I/P D I I I/P I I I/P D I I I I I
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials.
I I/P D I I I I/P D I
Develop soil sampling grids or identify sampling sites, using 
geospatial technology, for soil testing on characteristics such 
as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium content, pH, and 
micronutrients.
I I/P D I I I I I/P D I P I I I
Create, layer, and analyze maps showing precision agricultural 
data, such as crop yields, soil characteristics, input 
applications, terrain, drainage patterns, or field management 
history.
I I/P P/D I I I I I/P P/D I
Compile and analyze geospatial data to determine agricultural 
implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, field 
productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
I I/P D I I I/P D I
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
I D P I P
Understand the principles and processes for providing 
customer and personal services.
P I/P I/P
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
(soil, plant, water relationships, production and pest 
management).
I/P I/P I/P I I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P
Document and maintain records of precision agriculture 
information.
I I/P D I I/P I D
Draw or read maps, such as soil, contour, or plat maps. I I I 
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
P/D D I/P P/D D
Understand various map creation software, such as ESRI 
ArcGIS software; ESRI ArcView; GeoAgro GIS; and Trimble 
AgGPS MultiPlane
I P D I P I D
Use computers and computer systems (including hardware and 
software such as Microsoft Excel and Word) to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, or process information.
I/P P I/P P I/P
Understand circuit boards, processors, chips, electronic 
equipment, and computer hardware and software, including 
applications and programming.
I/P P I/P P I/P
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
and personal services. This includes customer needs 
assessment, meeting quality standards for services, and 
evaluation of customer satisfaction.
P I/P I/P
Knowledge of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, 
statistics, and their applications.
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Agriculture Science and Technology A.S. Fundamentals of Precision Agriculture Applications of Precision Agriculture
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15 CRPSCI 1
CRPSCI 
6
CRPSCI 
7
CRPSCI 
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MATH 
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21
AG 
10
AG 
11
AG 
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AGBUS 
15
AET 
10
AET 
21
CRPSCI 
1
CRPSCI 
6
AG 
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AGBUS 
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CRPSCI 
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AET 
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DQPP Program View of Course Level Assessments - Precision Agriculture
Agriculture Science and Technology A.S. Fundamentals of Precision Agriculture Applications of Precision Agriculture
Knowledge of the structure and content of the English 
language including the meaning and spelling of words, rules of 
composition, and grammar.
Knowledge of plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P
Knowledge of techniques and equipment for planting, growing, 
and harvesting food products (both plant and animal) for 
consumption, including storage/handling techniques.
I/P I/P I I I/P I/P I I I I
Knowledge of administrative and clerical procedures and 
systems such as word processing, managing files and records, 
stenography and transcription, designing forms, and other 
office procedures and terminology.
I/P I/P I/P
Knowledge of the practical application of engineering science 
and technology. This includes applying principles, techniques, 
procedures, and equipment to the design and production of 
various goods and services.
I/P I/P I/P I/P I/P
Talking to others to convey information effectively. I/P I/P
Communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the 
needs of the audience.
Providing guidance and expert advice to management or other 
groups on technical, systems-, or process-related topics.
I I
Proposed National 
Standard DQPP for 
Precision Agriculture 
Assessments Specialized Knowledge Broad, Integrative Knowledge Intellectual Skills Applied Learning Civic Learning Institution Specific Areas
CRPSCI-6-I-Students will be able to define georeferenced zones  
based on soil characteristics and production potentials.  
SLSCI-21-I-Students will understand the importance of soil 
physico-chemical properties including hydraulic conductivity, 
plant available water, aeration, heat capacity, cation exchange 
capacity, soil structure and nutrient availability.  They will 
demonstrate proper soil sampling techniques and 
interpretation of soil testing results.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use soil characteristics to divide fields 
into georeferenced zones.
CRPSCI -6-P-Students will use soil characteristics and 
production potentials to define georeferenced zones.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use geospatial technology to create 
soil sampling grids.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will be able to determine georeferenced 
zones based on given farming parameters.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will use a soil sample analysis to create 
georeferenced zones based on production potentials.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will develop a soil sampling regime for a 
given farming situation using geospatial technology.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will be introduced to the process of 
developing geospatial models of soil characteristics that govern 
crop productivity, including soil water status, nutrient 
retention, and soil fertility and formulate these models as a 
basis for deriving optimal site-specific management practices.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe soil characteristics which 
govern soil water status, nutrient retention, and fertility and 
how these characteristics correlate with optimal management 
practices, thus forming a basis for georeferenced management 
zones.
CRPSCI -6-I-Students will be able to use data recorders to 
collect basic field attributes.
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will describe crop yields and precision 
agricultural data used for management decisions.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will gain experience in univariate and 
bivariate spatial statistics and utilize the same to develop 
predictive and explanatory models of crop response relative to 
epaphic variables. 
CRPSCI -6-P-Students will use data recorders to create field 
boundaries and map field attributes.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will use GIS to create maps of soil physical 
and chemical properties given soil sampling and web-based soil 
survey information.  Students will derive nutrient application 
maps by analyzing maps of soil chemical and physical 
properties.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will analyze soil quality, terrain, field 
productivity and fertilizers using geospatial data.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will create ranch maps with pertinent 
data using data recorders.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will create and layer agricultural data.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will create data management plans for 
data collection and analysis of geospatial soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity and fertilizers.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will determine which data to create and 
layer to analyze for management decisions.
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will quantify the economic and 
environmental impact of government regulations related to 
agricultural production including subsidies (e.g., bioenergy and 
fiber), price supports, conservation measures, and water 
quality.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe the impact of government 
regulations and practices (e.g., crop subsidies, conservation 
measures, price supports, chemical use regulations) on the 
economic and environmental sustainability of agriculture.
AG-11-I-Students will describe the principles and process for 
providing customer service.
AG-11-P-Students will demonstrate their ability providing 
customer service.
AG-10-I-Students will describe basic agronomic fundamentals.
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will describe plant organisms, their tissues, 
cells, functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each 
other and the environment.
CRPSCI-1-SLSCI-21-I-Students will understand basic soil, plant, 
water and pest management fundamentals.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe the central role played  by soil 
organisms with respect to agronomic ecosystem functions 
including regulation of nutrient cycles, pesticide degradation, 
disease prevalence, soil chemical transformations, and soil 
quality.
CRPSCI-1-SLSCI-21-P-Students will use soil, plant, water and 
pest management fundamentals to make agronomic decisions 
for mock farming scenarios.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use complex controlling devices such 
as autosteering and/or lightbar guidance.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will be given a precision agriculture 
scenario and will determine the correct controlling device for 
the given parameters.
AGBUS-15-I-Students will describe various map creation 
software applications.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will utlize various software to create 
maps.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will determine which software to use and 
will create maps for given precision agriculture scenarios.
AGBUS-15-I-Students will use Microsoft Excel to set up 
functions, enter data and process information.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use Microsoft Excel to create basic 
programs.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Assessments Specialized Knowledge
CRPSCI-6-I-Students will be able to define georeferenced zones  
based on soil characteristics and production potentials.  
CRPSCI -6-P-Students will use soil characteristics and 
production potentials to define georeferenced zones.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will use a soil sample analysis to create 
georeferenced zones based on production potentials.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe soil characteristics which 
govern soil water status, nutrient retention, and fertility and 
how these characteristics correlate with optimal management 
practices, thus forming a basis for georeferenced management 
zones.
CRPSCI -6-I-Students will be able to use data recorders to 
collect basic field attributes.
CRPSCI -6-P-Students will use data recorders to create field 
boundaries and map field attributes.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will create ranch maps with pertinent 
data using data recorders.
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Assessments Specialized Knowledge
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
AG-10-I-Students will describe basic agronomic fundamentals.
CRPSCI-1-SLSCI-21-I-Students will understand basic soil, plant, 
water and pest management fundamentals.
CRPSCI-1-SLSCI-21-P-Students will use soil, plant, water and 
pest management fundamentals to make agronomic decisions 
for mock farming scenarios.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use complex controlling devices such 
as autosteering and/or lightbar guidance.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will be given a precision agriculture 
scenario and will determine the correct controlling device for 
the given parameters.
AGBUS-15-I-Students will describe various map creation 
software applications.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will utlize various software to create 
maps.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will determine which software to use and 
will create maps for given precision agriculture scenarios.
AGBUS-15-I-Students will use Microsoft Excel to set up 
functions, enter data and process information.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use Microsoft Excel to create basic 
programs.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Broad, Integrative Knowledge
SLSCI-21-I-Students will understand the importance of soil 
physico-chemical properties including hydraulic conductivity, 
plant available water, aeration, heat capacity, cation exchange 
capacity, soil structure and nutrient availability.  They will 
demonstrate proper soil sampling techniques and 
interpretation of soil testing results.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use geospatial technology to create 
soil sampling grids.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will develop a soil sampling regime for a 
given farming situation using geospatial technology.
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Broad, Integrative Knowledge
AG-11-I-Students will describe the principles and process for 
providing customer service.
AG-11-P-Students will demonstrate their ability providing 
customer service.
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will describe plant organisms, their tissues, 
cells, functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each 
other and the environment.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe the central role played  by soil 
organisms with respect to agronomic ecosystem functions 
including regulation of nutrient cycles, pesticide degradation, 
disease prevalence, soil chemical transformations, and soil 
quality.
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Intellectual Skills
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will describe crop yields and precision 
agricultural data used for management decisions.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will use GIS to create maps of soil physical 
and chemical properties given soil sampling and web-based soil 
survey information.  Students will derive nutrient application 
maps by analyzing maps of soil chemical and physical 
properties.
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will create and layer agricultural data.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will determine which data to create and 
layer to analyze for management decisions.
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Intellectual Skills
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Applied Learning
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will use soil characteristics to divide fields 
into georeferenced zones.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will be able to determine georeferenced 
zones based on given farming parameters.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will be introduced to the process of 
developing geospatial models of soil characteristics that govern 
crop productivity, including soil water status, nutrient 
retention, and soil fertility and formulate these models as a 
basis for deriving optimal site-specific management practices.
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Applied Learning
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Collect soil and field attributes, using field data recorders and 
basic geographic information systems (GIS), to layer and 
analyze maps showing precision agricultural data to determine 
agricultural implications of factors such as soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity, fertilizers, and weather conditions. 
Apply knowledge of government regulations when making 
agricultural recommendations.
Civic Learning
SLSCI-21-I-Students will gain experience in univariate and 
bivariate spatial statistics and utilize the same to develop 
predictive and explanatory models of crop response relative to 
epaphic variables. 
CRPSCI-6-P-Students will analyze soil quality, terrain, field 
productivity and fertilizers using geospatial data.
CRPSCI-7-D-Students will create data management plans for 
data collection and analysis of geospatial soil quality, terrain, 
field productivity and fertilizers.
CRPSCI-1-I-Students will quantify the economic and 
environmental impact of government regulations related to 
agricultural production including subsidies (e.g., bioenergy and 
fiber), price supports, conservation measures, and water 
quality.
SLSCI-21-I-Students will describe the impact of government 
regulations and practices (e.g., crop subsidies, conservation 
measures, price supports, chemical use regulations) on the 
economic and environmental sustainability of agriculture.
Assessments
Divide agricultural fields into georeferenced zones, based on 
soil characteristics and production potentials and develop soil 
sampling grids or identify sampling sites.
Use computers and computer systems  to program, write 
software, set up functions, enter data, process information and 
create precision agriculture maps.
Knowledge of principles and processes for providing customer 
service. 
Demonstrate an understanding of agronomic fundamentals 
including plant and animal organisms, their tissues, cells, 
functions, interdependencies, and interactions with each other 
and the environment.
Use complex controlling devices, such as, automatic land 
leveling systems; autosteering systems; and lightbar guidance 
systems
Civic Learning
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Mission
West Hills College 
Coalinga is committed to 
achieving student learning 
through the provision of 
educational, cultural, and 
economic development 
opportunities to our 
current and future students 
and the local and global 
communities that we serve.
Vision
West Hills College 
Coalinga strives to 
become a premiere 
interactive learner-
centered community 
college recognized 
for its contribution to 
educational, social, 
cultural, and economic 
vitality.
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3PRESIDENT
LETTER FROM THE
For over eighty years, West Hills College Coalinga has improved the lives of the people of the San Joaquin Valley . 
We have earned a reputation for leading innovation in instructional practice and our dedication to educational 
excellence is well documented . Commitment to our mission and vision has allowed us to confidently express our 
motto, “Once you go here, you can go anywhere” .
This dynamic new plan will guide our efforts and chart our course for the next five years . These are exciting times 
for the college as we sharpen our vision and commit all of our resources to the delivery of life-changing learning 
opportunities and expanding partnerships that will improve the economic health of our region . The 2012-2017 
Strategic Plan reflects our goal to be a “labor-market-responsive college . ” We are charting a course anchored 
by strengthened partnerships with business and industry, bringing a renewed sense of entrepreneurship to the 
development of new programs designed for the business community and the student . 
In order to sustain and grow the Valley economic base, we have to educate more students . Our faculty, 
administration and staff understand the importance of having agriculture and ag-related jobs in our community . 
This plan will help us help our students as they seek to gain the skills and knowledge needed to secure a high 
demand job—one with a career path that has a capacity for creating wealth for themselves and our community .
Kindest Regards,
Carole Goldsmith, Ed .D . 
President 
West Hills College Coalinga
FRANK GORNICK, Ph.D.
CHANCELLOR
WEST HILLS COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
9900 CODY ST., COALINGA, CA 93210
559-934-2107 tel  |  559-934-2811 fax  |  frankgornick@whccd.edu
RICHARD LARSON
DIRECTOR
AG AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE PROGRAMS, FARM OF THE FUTURE
WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA 
9800 CODY ST., COALINGA, CA 93210
559-934-2705  tel  |  559-934-2856 fax  |  richardlarson@whccd.edu
CAROLE GOLDSMITH
PRESIDENT
WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
300 CHERRY LANE, COALINGA, CA 93210
559-934-2203 tel  |  559-630-0806 cell  |  carolegoldsmith@whccd.edu
CLINT COWDEN
INSTRUCTOR
AG SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
WEST HILLS COLLEGE COALINGA
9800 CODY ST., COALINGA, CA 93210
559-934-2705 tel  |  559-934-2856  fax  |  clintcowden@whccd.edu
For more information about Farm of the Future, contact:
42005 2009 2010
Sale of the Old College 
Farm Site
Vince Mott CIMIS  
Weather Station Donation
Bob Viets and RCO Endowed 
Scholarships Established
Mission
“WHCC Agriculture and Industrial 
Science Programs at the Farm of the 
Future provide exemplary education 
and training for students utilizing 
regional strengths, emerging 
technologies and applied learning, 
empowering those we serve to be 
competitive in the global economy.” 
Vision
“The Agriculture and Industrial Science 
Programs at the Farm of the Future will 
be an international model, emphasizing 
education and technical training using 
sustainable practices and resource 
management. They will specialize 
in integrated food, fiber, energy and 
environmental systems-serving our 
communities, region, State and global 
partners.”
Agriculture and
Industrial Science
(AIS)
DEPARTMENT
5STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
HISTORY OF THE FARM OF THE FUTURE
In July 2000, the first Farm of the Future 
strategic planning workshop was held 
involving members of the WHCCD Board 
of Trustees, representatives from the 
agriculture industry, government, K-12, 
community leaders, university educators, and 
WHCCD faculty and staff. The purpose of the 
retreat was to crystallize initial thinking about 
the design and development of the Farm of 
the Future and related programs and services 
at West Hills College Coalinga. 
In December 2000, West Hills College 
District Board of Trustees approved the 
initial strategic plan, creating the Farm of the 
Future, recognizing the changing technical, 
economic, social, and cultural environment 
that students and the agricultural industry 
relate to the local and global society. 
The second strategic planning retreat, held 
in July 2002, reviewed progress on the 
strategic plan, and confirmed the positive 
progress made at the Farm of the Future with 
recommendations to continue work using the 
2000 strategic plan as a guideline. 
In October 2010, a third strategic planning 
retreat was held to review the existing 
plan in preparation to update it to reflect 
the changing needs of our communities, 
industries that we serve, new industries 
in our region, and most importantly our 
students. The meeting involved community 
members, civic leaders, industry members, 
representatives from Cal Poly SLO and CSU 
Fresno, and staff and faculty from WHCC 
and WHCCD. The Eaton Cummings Group 
(ECG), the same consulting team that 
conducted the previous two workshops, 
facilitated the planning workshop, providing 
experience and history to the process. 
The outcomes of the strategic planning 
retreat, follow up meetings with advisory 
groups, and input from faculty and staff 
have resulted in the 2012-2017 strategic 
plan. It includes revised vision, mission, and 
goals. Most importantly, the plan includes 
performance indicators with measurable 
outcomes to determine achievements.
The Farm of the Future is located on 230 
acres in Coalinga and was donated in 
2001 by the Allen family (special thanks 
to Mrs. Dorothy Allen). To date, the West 
Hills Community College District has 
invested more than $25 million in on site 
infrastructure.
2011 2012 2013
New Ag/Industrial Science 
Facilities Groundbreaking
Classes Begin In New  
Facilities at Farm of the Future
Farm and Rodeo Arena 
Dedication
5
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COMPREHENSIVE EFFECTIVENESS
MISSION
Program Review 
Completions
Meetings of
Advisory Committees
UTILIZE
PROGRAM
REVIEW
EXPAND 
AGRICULTURE
AND INDUSTRIAL
SCIENCE 
PROGRAMS
INCREASE
INTERNSHIP
AND
EMPLOYMENT
New Degree
Programs
Internships
Developed
New Certicate
Programs
Industry
Training
Courses
Internship
Partners
Internships
Completed
Employment
Placement
Rates
As a result of input from the 
strategic planning process three 
goals emerged that form the focus 
for the next next five years .  The 
three goals incorporate measurable 
outcomes that will provide 
evidence in support of achieving 
the goals . The comprehensive 
effectiveness model provides 
a visual representation of how 
mission, goals and indicators are 
aligned and connected . 
7    
MODEL
Utilize program review, other assessments, and employer 
engagement to ensure the vitality, viability, and sustainability 
of Agriculture and Industrial Science programs at the Farm  
of the Future .
STRATEGIC 
GOAL
#1 
Program review includes an assessment of enrollment, productivity, student 
success, and program relevance . The outcomes for program review also 
provide an opportunity to make recommendations for improvement and 
changes as a result of the data and information, internally and externally .
[ [Performance Indicators• Timely and useful program review completions• Regular and effective employer engagement
AIS Program 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 
Agriculture Science and Technology Completed and Approved  Pending Spring 2013
Heavy Equipment Operation   Pending Spring 2013    
Industrial Maintenance Technology   Program Launch Spring 2013    
Welding Technology   Program Launch Spring 2013    
Pest Control Adviser   Program Launch Spring 2013    
Agriculture and Industrial Science (AIS) Program Review Record
Base Line Information for Goal 1
8Expand programs in the Agriculture and Industrial  
Science fields .   
STRATEGIC 
GOAL
#2
Utilizing input from employers and advisory groups, and  leveraging external 
resources, WHCC will explore and develop new program and course offerings 
that support the mission of the college and meet community and industry 
needs . New program considerations include, but are not limited to: 
• Pest Control Adviser (PCA)
• Environmental Science
• Animal Science
• Alternative and Clean Energy
• Water Management
• Range Management
• Agri-business 
• Industrial Electrical
    
[ [Performance Indicators• Number of new degree programs• Number of new certificate programs
9    
Increase internship opportunities and employment 
placement for Agriculture and Industrial Science students .
STRATEGIC 
GOAL
#3
Utilizing industry partners, workforce development agencies, professional 
organizations, and advisory committee members, WHCC will develop  
relationships that lead to work experience, internships and employment  
of students.
Performance Indicators
• Number of internships developed
• Number of internship partners
• Number of internships completed
• Employment placement rates
9
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Training and education designed for the real world is what you’ll find at the Farm of the Future at West 
Hills College Coalinga. Our Agriculture and Industrial Science Department prepares students for jobs 
that exist. Here are some testimonials from former students who found good jobs in Agri-business.
JOBSCOLLEGE COURSES CONNECT TO
Agriculture and Industrial Sciences
Welding Technology Irrigation Precision Agriculture
Heavy Equipment 
Operation
Pest Control Adviser 
(PCA)
Industrial Maintenance 
Technology
Educational and Professional Certifications
• AWS D1.1 Structural Welding 
Code-Steel 
• MSSC Certification
• NCCER Certification
• ASME Sec. IX Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel
• API 1104 Pipeline and 
Facilities
• Irrigation Association’s 
Certified Irrigation Designer 
(CID)  
• Irrigation Association’s 
Certified Landscape 
Irrigation Auditor 
• Irrigation Association’s 
Certified Agricultural 
Irrigation Specialist (CAIS)
• Irrigation Association’s 
Certified Golf Irrigation 
Auditor  
• Agriculture Science and 
Technology AS Degree (+ GE 
units)  
• Precision Agriculture 
Certificate (28 units)
• Precision Agriculture Local 
Certificate (17 units) 
• Heavy Equipment Operation 
Certificate 
• California Department 
of Pesticide Regulation’s 
Agricultural Pest Control 
Adviser (PCA)  
• California Department of 
Pesticide Regulation’s Qualified 
Applicator License (QAL) 
 
• Certified Crop Adviser (CCA)
• MSSC Certification  
• NCCER Certification
Employment Opportunities
• Pipeline Welder 
• Structural Steel Welder
• CWI (requires work 
experience and AWS exam)
• Welder/Fabricator
• Certified Irrigation Designer 
• Certified Landscape/Golf 
Course Auditor 
• Golf Course Superintendent
• Ag Irrigation Consultant
• GPS/GIS Technician 
• Crop Consultant
• Dealer/Manufacturer 
Representative
• Private Applicator
• Heavy Equipment Operator 
• Construction Grade Checker
• Field Mechanic
• Equipment Construction 
Foreman
• Chemical Dealer/Distributor 
• Private Agricultural Consultant
• Coorporate Farm Manager
• Private Applicator
• Industrial Plant Mechanic 
• Agricultural Plant Mechanic
• Mobile Equipment Mechanic
• Sanitation Maintenance 
Technician
“Being involved in the Precision Ag program has provided 
me with hands-on training and given me the experience I 
needed to work with the public. The knowledge I obtained 
at West Hills has also given me the communication skills to 
succeed in my line of work.”  
 Mike Dow,  
 Sales Rep/Pest Control Adviser,  
 Helena Chemical Company, Hanford, CA
“Attending the Precision Ag program at WHCC 
provided me with the guidance and knowledge 
to move on to a four year college. Working in 
the industry allowed me to get on track.”  
 Mike Howard,  
 Pest Control Adviser,  
 Wilbur-Ellis, Chowchilla, CA
“Attending West Hills College gave me the motivation 
to move forward and better my education. At the end 
of the program, I went on to attend Fresno State. Before 
attending WHC, I worked for my family tire business and 
had it not been for the training at West Hills, I would 
probably still be there.”  
 John Silvera, 
 Pest Control Adviser,  
 Wilbur-Ellis, Shafter, CA
“The time I spent at West Hills College in the 
Precision Ag program has been very beneficial 
and the lessons learned there have been 
useful in my everyday life.”   
 Kerri Birdwell,  
 Pacific Coast Field Support Technician,  
 Ag Leader Technology, Iowa
“The Precision Ag program provided me with the opportunity of 
learning new and different techniques for crop growing. In my 
profession now, I currently refer to the GIS Sector in my company, 
which allows me to pinpoint where the crops came from and 
weed out the good from the bad.”  
 Brent McKinsey,  
 Ranch Manager,  
 Mission Ranches, King City, CA
11
HELPHOW YOU CAN
Providing training for those headed to careers in 
agriculture has been a mainstay of West Hills College 
Coalinga since agriculture classes were first taught at 
the college in the early 1950s . Along the way, industry 
partners have helped guide the program to serve 
students from throughout the nation and the world . 
Today, more than ever, the college needs the support 
of industry partners .
      
How Can You Help?
Become an advisory committee member. Your vision of how we shape agricultural education for the  
future is critical .
Support for programs. California’s six-year-long budget crisis means funding for education has been pushed 
back 10 years . If we are to continue to offer training in specialized curriculum, private sector support will be 
critical . A contribution would endow a chair that allows us to hire an expert instructor . We have identified the 
need for instructors to train pest control advisers and in the areas of animal science, alternative energy and 
welding technology .
Support for students. Endowments that establish annual scholarships or one that that would endow a 
scholarship in perpetuity are invited . We are in need of a travel budget for recruiting purposes .
Support for facilities. Our investment in new facilities has been focused on a new shop building, the rodeo 
arena, a second water well, an irrigation system, roads and other infrastructure improvements . Long-term 
plans call for on-site classrooms and an enclosed arena . Naming opportunities exist for each of these .
Support for equipment, tools and supplies. To offer a trained workforce ready to meet the needs of employers 
these donations are critical—whether as outright gifts or as long-term loans . Some examples include: 
•  The use of a tractor during your downtime will allow students to experience different equipment 
with varying guidance systems . Our use can be scheduled around your heavy usage periods . 
•  A one span linear irrigation system for use on our student project fields. 
FRANCES SQUIRE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
WEST HILLS COLLEGE FOUNDATION
9900 CODY ST., COALINGA, CA 93210
559-934-2134 tel  |  559-934-2863 fax  |  francessquire@whccd.edu
To maintain our proud history here in the Central Valley, we moved our rodeo grounds to 
the Farm of the Future. Our students can participate in a team sport that has long been 
part of the agricultural lifestyle and tradition. 
Once you go here,
you can go anywhereTM
West Hills Community College District
9900 Cody Street
Coalinga, CA 93210
West Hills College Coalinga
300 Cherry Lane
Coalinga, CA 93210
559-934-2000
North District Center, Firebaugh
1511 Ninth Street
Firebaugh, CA 93622
559-659-1473
West Hills College Lemoore
555 College Avenue
Lemoore, CA 93245
559-925-3000
Naval Air Station, Lemoore
824 Hancock Circle
NAS Lemoore, CA 93246
559-925-3350
www.westhil lscollege.com
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Graduate Follow-Up 
Survey 
  

























6. 
Graduate Follow-Up 
Survey Results 
  


















































7. 
Advisory Committee 
Meeting Agenda 
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Advisory Committee 
Meeting Minutes 
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Advisory Committee 
Handbook 
  


































10. 
Department Calendar 
of Activities 
  


















11. 
Professional Growth 
and Development 
Activities 
  

12. 
CATA Membership 
  
CATA Membership 
I have been a member of CATA and attended summer conference every year except for the 2012-2013 
academic year as I was in Vietnam recruiting.  I am not able to find my CATA membership card, but have 
provided the membership application on the next page for my 2014-2014 annual membership.  I will be 
attending the Summer Conference this June. 
CALIFORNIA AGRICULTURAL TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 
NAME:  ________________________________________________________________ 
  Last,  First, MI     
 
HOME ADDRESS:  ______________________________________________________ 
 
CITY/STATE/ZIP CODE:  _________________________________________________ 
 
TELEPHONE NUMBER:  _______________________ CELL: ____________________ 
 
WORK NUMBER:  ____________________________  FAX:  ____________________ 
 
E-MAIL ADDRESS:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
CATA REGION:  _________  CATA SECTION:  _________  SCHOOL:  ___________ 
CATA has my permission to distribute my home address and telephone number to other 
ag teachers.  Yes  _____   No  _____     Signature:  _______________________ 
 Regular Dues  -  $140 __________ 
 Ag Teachers less than ½ time (FTE)  -  $70 __________ 
 Installment Billing – at least $26* __________ 
 Associate  -  $15 __________ 
 New Teacher  -  $70 __________ 
 Life Membership - $1,400.00                                                               __________  
 Optional - ACTE Dues  -  $80 __________ 
 Optional - NAAE Dues  -  $60 __________ 
  SUB TOTAL DUES     ____________ 
 Optional - Contribution to CATA Scholarship Fund 
 $10 ___  $25 ___  $50 ___  $100    ___   Other _____            __________ 
   TOTAL (Please make check payable to CATA.)   __________ 
 
Important Tax Notice to CATA Members 
Contributions or gifts to CATA are not deductible as charitable contributions for income 
tax purposes.  However, CATA dues may be tax deductible as an ordinary and necessary 
business expense.  Please consult your tax advisor. 
  
Charge my dues to:  VISA  _____ Master Card  _____ 
 
Card #  ___________________________________  Expiration Date _______ CVS_____ 
 
Signature:  ________________________________________________ 
Installment dues are $140 + service charge of $16                = Total $  156 
Installment dues for New Teachers are $70 + service charge of $8                                     = Total $    78 
 *Service charge is for Installment Dues ONLY* 
Please note that members electing to pay monthly are agreeing to pay the full amount whether or not they 
decide to pay off their dues early. 
Signature:  _______________________________________________ 
Mail to:  California Agricultural Teachers’ Assn. Receipt No.  __________ 
P.O. Box 834 Member Card No.  _____ 
 Elk Grove, CA  95759-0834                  01.02.01 
Rev:  2014 
Cowden, Clint, C.
951 Chianti Circle
Coalinga, CA 93210
(559) 816-9465
(559) 934-2701 (559) 934-2856
clintcowden@whccd.edu
San Joaquin W Fresno Madera West Hills College
X
$140.00
$140.00
$140.00
13. 
Wish-List 
  


14. 
Operating Budget 
  
Operating Budget Page 1 6/7/2014
ACCOUNT NUMBER EXPENDITURE FY 12-13 FY 12-13 FY 13-14 FY 14-15
W39.GLA.ACCT.NUM COST.CENTER CATEGORY ADOPTED ACTUALS ADOPTED TENTATIVE
34-000-000000-39790-110 Farm Operations Beginning Balance (57,225)$           (126,895)$         (126,895)$         (126,895)$         
34-000-693000-48820-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-48843-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue (8,580)$             -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-073-693000-48843-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue (38,700)$           (25,888)$           (61,750)$           (61,750)$           
34-074-693000-48843-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue -$                      (620)$                -$                      -$                      
34-077-693000-48843-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-079-693000-48843-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue (46,800)$           (61,238)$           (96,790)$           (96,790)$           
34-000-693000-48851-110 Farm Operations Facility Rent -$                      (5,000)$             -$                      -$                      
34-000-693009-48854-110 Farm Operations Equipment Rent HE (12,000)$           -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-48890-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-48914-110 Farm Operations Local Revenue (2,000)$             (6,786)$             (7,700)$             (7,700)$             
34-000-693000-48981-110 Farm Operations Other Financing-Transfer -$                      -$                      (28,711)$           (28,711)$           
34-000-693000-48981-110 Farm Operations Other Financing-Transfer (350,000)$         (350,000)$         (350,000)$         (350,000)$         
34-000-693000-48981-110 Farm Operations Transfer in (indirect) -$                      (64,194)$           -$                      -$                      
REVENUES: (515,305)$         (640,620)$         (671,846)$         (671,846)$         
34-000-693000-51210-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal Reg/Contrct 136,822$          130,409$          130,306$          130,306$          
34-000-693000-51230-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal Reg/Contrct -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-51430-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal Reg/Contrct -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-52120-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Reg 25,722$            25,822$            27,304$            27,304$            
34-000-693000-52140-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Reg 14,176$            12,611$            15,319$            15,319$            
34-000-693000-52140-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Reg -$                      -$                      26,892$            26,892$            
34-000-693000-52320-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Other -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-52330-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Other -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-52350-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Other 18,000$            20,672$            19,000$            19,000$            
34-000-693000-52360-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Other 25,000$            32,184$            36,500$            36,500$            
34-000-693000-52370-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Sal, Other -$                      27$                   -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53122-110 Farm Operations STRS Fund -$                      932$                 -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53131-110 Farm Operations STRS Fund 11,288$            11,230$            10,750$            10,750$            
34-000-693000-53132-110 Farm Operations STRS Fund -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53222-110 Farm Operations PERS Fund 3,072$              2,947$              3,124$              3,124$              
34-000-693000-53322-110 Farm Operations OASDI Fund 2,682$              2,398$              4,416$              4,416$              
34-000-693000-53331-110 Farm Operations OASDI Fund 10,467$            1,943$              1,889$              1,889$              
34-000-693000-53332-110 Farm Operations OASDI Fund -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53422-110 Farm Operations Health/Welfare Bnfts 15,649$            16,119$            16,897$            16,897$            
34-000-693000-53431-110 Farm Operations Health/Welfare Bnfts 16,492$            14,979$            17,676$            17,676$            
34-000-693000-53432-110 Farm Operations Health/Welfare Bnfts -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53522-110 Farm Operations State Unemplmt Ins 757$                 773$                 64$                   64$                   
34-000-693000-53531-110 Farm Operations State Unemplmt Ins 1,382$              1,497$              65$                   65$                   
34-000-693000-53532-110 Farm Operations State Unemplmt Ins -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53622-110 Farm Operations W/C Insurance 1,124$              1,412$              1,927$              1,927$              
34-000-693000-53631-110 Farm Operations W/C Insurance 2,052$              2,106$              1,956$              1,956$              
34-000-693000-53632-110 Farm Operations W/C Insurance -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-53722-110 Farm Operations APPLE (Alt Retmt Sys) 1,845$              1,041$              3,665$              3,665$              
34-000-693000-54310-110 Farm Operations Instr Supplies -$                      5,957$              8,700$              8,700$              
34-000-693009-54310-110 Farm Operations Instr Supplies -$                      996$                 2,600$              2,600$              
34-000-693000-54360-110 Farm Operations Instr Supplies 100$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-54530-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 15,000$            35,580$            36,300$            36,300$            
34-000-693000-54531-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 800$                 -$                      300$                 300$                 
34-000-693000-54535-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 1,350$              1,365$              2,800$              2,800$              
34-077-693000-54535-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-54538-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
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ACCOUNT NUMBER EXPENDITURE FY 12-13 FY 12-13 FY 13-14 FY 14-15
W39.GLA.ACCT.NUM COST.CENTER CATEGORY ADOPTED ACTUALS ADOPTED TENTATIVE
34-000-693000-54560-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 450$                 -$                      500$                 500$                 
34-000-693000-54580-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 10,000$            12,566$            17,500$            17,500$            
34-000-693009-54580-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 11,000$            -$                      2,000$              2,000$              
34-000-693000-54590-110 Farm Operations Non-Instr Supplies 12,000$            17,834$            6,700$              6,700$              
34-000-693000-55110-110 Farm Operations Consultant Services 15,000$            10,230$            -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55211-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference 850$                 -$                      450$                 450$                 
34-000-693000-55212-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55213-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55214-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference 750$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55223-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference -$                      148$                 -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55230-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55250-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference 5,000$              -$                      7,600$              7,600$              
34-000-693000-55260-110 Farm Operations Travel and Conference 200$                 678$                 150$                 150$                 
34-000-693000-55310-110 Farm Operations Dues and Membership 200$                 492$                 400$                 400$                 
34-000-693000-55510-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg 2,800$              2,723$              2,200$              2,200$              
34-000-693000-55520-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg 200$                 1,509$              100$                 100$                 
34-000-693000-55530-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg 38,000$            27,152$            50,000$            50,000$            
34-000-693000-55540-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg 1,000$              999$                 1,000$              1,000$              
34-000-693000-55550-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg 1,400$              4,475$              1,600$              1,600$              
34-000-693000-55560-110 Farm Operations Utilities/Housekpg -$                      31,989$            -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55610-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint -$                      -$                      550$                 550$                 
34-000-693000-55612-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint 5,500$              3,977$              11,400$            11,400$            
34-000-693009-55612-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint 1,000$              -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55614-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint -$                      2,298$              250$                 250$                 
34-000-693000-55620-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint 22,000$            28,038$            49,200$            49,200$            
34-000-693000-55640-110 Farm Operations Contracts/Lease/Maint 10,000$            11,984$            15,100$            15,100$            
34-000-693000-55730-110 Farm Operations Operating Expns/Other -$                      2,150$              1,600$              1,600$              
34-000-693000-55750-110 Farm Operations Operating Expns/Other 100$                 -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55970-110 Farm Operations Other Expenses -$                      64,194$            -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-55990-110 Farm Operations Other Expenses -$                      -$                      800$                 800$                 
34-000-693000-55995-110 Farm Operations Other Expenses -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-56416-110 Farm Operations Equipment -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-56419-110 Farm Operations Equipment -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-56439-110 Farm Operations Equipment -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
34-000-693000-57920-110 Farm Operations Contingencies 74,075$            94,185$            134,296$          134,296$          
 
EXPENSES: 515,305$          640,620$          671,846$          671,846$          
Difference: -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
15. 
District Budget Process 
  















16. 
Department Chair’s 
Duties 
  
Job Description - Director of Farm of the Future 
12 Months a year 40 Hours a week 
Administrative 
 
BASIC FUNCTION: 
Under the general supervision of the Vice President of Educational Services, the 
Director of the Farm of the Future administers and provides support for the various 
instructional programs and crop operations located at the Farm of the Future. The 
Director of the the Farm of the Future is responsible for providing leadership and 
supervision to a diverse and comprehensive mix of instructional areas. The Director 
coordinates student recruitment efforts with faculty and works closely with the district 
grants office to seek external funding for innovation. The Director is responsible for the 
supervision of the day-to-day farm operations. Programs located at the Farm of the 
Future use the instructional Learn by Doing approach which ensure our students are 
provided with multiple well-designed, real life experiences on the farm and with our 
internship partners. The Director supports this effort by: coordinating professional 
development activities for faculty; nurturing partnerships with K-12 institutions, higher 
education, and business and agriculture industry leaders; and collaborate with faculty to 
develop practical learning experiences for students.   
Position Duties 
 ESSENTIAL DUTIES: 
• Assigned instructional areas include: Agriculture, Pest Control Advisor, Industrial Mechanics, 
Heavy Equipment and Rodeo. 
• Function as the administrator of the Farm of the Future. 
• Work closely with college admininstration and faculty to integrate agriculture into the 
curriculum across all the disciplines. 
• Prepare, monitor and recommend a yearly budget for assigned areas for submittal to the 
college budget committee and the West Hills College Foundation. 
• Represent the Farm of the Future in matters relating to assigned programs, including serving 
on assigned committees of the college. 
• Coordinate student recruiting of Farm of the Future programs and activities among local high 
schools and employers. 
• Provide instructional leadership to faculty including curriculum development and design, 
instructional and learning methodology, new and emerging programs and change. 
• Work with faculty conducting on-farm research to integrate their work with the farm’s 
production and educational priorities 
• Review needs, initiate requests for positions, screen, interview, recommend for employment, 
and evaluate performance of all assigned employee positions. 
• Work cooperatively with public and private agencies in the interpretation of employment 
training needs and other data. 
• Facilitate articulation of college instructional programs with district area high schools, local, 
state and federal agencies, four-year institutions, and community based agencies, including 
business and industry. 
• Assist in the preparation of fiscal, statistical and other reports including maintaining 
appropriate and necessary records, studies and support materials. 
• Work in cooperation with the District Grants Office to expand opportunities for external 
funding. 
• Attend regional, state, national, and other conferences and meetings as appropriate. 
• Review and revise material on the college web site pertaining to assigned programs as 
necessary. 
• Represent the College’s Farm of the Future at local community activities. 
• Assist faculty and others, where appropriate, in the development of Student Learning 
Outcomes (SLOs) and the determination of their effectiveness in helping students achieve 
their desired learning outcomes. In addition, provide leadership for the development of SLOs 
within their program areas of responsibility. 
• Comply with college, state, federal, environment and animal care regulations as appropriate. 
• Perform other duties as assigned. 
  
DESIRABLE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, EXPERIENCE AND ABILITIES: 
• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with students, faculty, staff 
and community organizations. 
• Coordinate with faculty for on-farm activities including research and on-site contract training. 
• Plan outreach on-farm activities with educational institutions and public groups. 
• Plan with faculty and implement a farmers market and/or farm to table distribution. 
• Demonstrate sensitivity to and understanding of the diverse academic, socioeconomic, 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds of staff and students. 
• Demonstrate sensitivity and understanding of staff and students with physical and learning 
disabilities. 
• Ability to communicate clearly with students, faculty and staff, both orally and in writing. 
• Develop and implement an operational plan for the farm in consultation with administration, 
faculty and advisory board. 
• Demonstrate working knowledge of Microsoft Word computer programs and the Datatel 
management information system and its components. 
• Demonstrate commitment to professional growth and development through memberships in 
regional, state and national organizations or other activities appropriate to the discipline or 
assignment. 
• Ability to perform consistently under the pressure of deadlines and other administrative 
details. 
• Excellent leadership, interpersonal, and analytical skills; effective written and oral skills. 
• Experience and/or knowledge of instructional programs, including occupational and 
academic, and student services programs. 
• Evidence of successful teaching experience, preferably at the community college level. 
• Ability to work independently and innovatively within a framework of accountability. 
• Knowledge of California Education Code provisions and federal and state regulations 
applicable to community colleges. 
• Prepare program and fiscal reports 
• Bilingual preferred (but not required). 
Qualification 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: 
• A master’s degree from an accredited institution in agriculture or a related field OR 
equivalent. 
• Three year’s administrative or management experience, preferably in a community college. 
17. 
Department’s Chart of 
Responsibilities 
  




















18. 
Program Completer 
Description 
 



















19. 
Reimbursement 
Process 
 














20. 
Program Review 
 









































